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Learn Welsh Cardiff offers a broad range of Welsh courses for adults.
With such a wide range of courses and innovative resources, learning Welsh with us will certainly be a successful and rewarding experience. We offer short taster sessions, courses for beginners and courses right up to proficiency level where learners as well as those wanting to improve their Welsh are welcome.
There are once and twice weekly, daily and block courses. We offer courses that allow you to study half the course online and half in the classroom.
All Cardiff University students are eligible for courses free of charge. Contact us for more information.
We also offer a variety of Welsh courses on different levels which can be taught within your company/organisation.
We are part of Cardiff University's School of Welsh and have over 30 years of experience teaching Welsh to adults. So come and join our community and we will help bring out the Welsh in you.
Contact us
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  We offer courses for complete beginners through to courses for fluent Welsh speakers who would like to improve their Welsh.

      View our courses
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     School of Welsh

    Committed to the development of language, society and identity in contemporary Wales through teaching and research of the highest standard.
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Email:  cymraeg@cardiff.ac.uk 

	

Phone: +44 (0)29 2087 0679  
 Our location



School of Welsh, Cardiff University, John Percival Building, Colum Road, Cardiff, CF10 3EU
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